Zusammenfassung

I. European Data Protection put in context

The need for legal protection of individual privacy in the context of automatic data processing became a topic of discussion as early as the 1970s with the development of the first large-scale computers. As Europe’s awareness about privacy with regard to the processing of personal data began to increase, this was followed by the adoption of the first legal instrument to regulate the field. The Council of Europe Convention for the protection of individuals with regard to automatic processing of personal data (Convention 108)\(^1\) set the first framework of common standards for European data protection. More than a decade later, Directive 95/46/EC\(^2\) took over, refined and detailed the principles which lay at the heart of Convention 108.

Closely connected to the right to privacy under Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights, the right to personal data protection was for a long time entangled with it. Although being also recognized by Article 8 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union,\(^3\) it was only with the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty\(^4\) in 2009, which gave binding force to the Charter, that it gained the status of an autonomous fundamental right. Article 16 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) also introduced a new legal basis that allows for a comprehensive legislation in the field of data protection to be established.

The development of ICT systems and their increasing capabilities to collect, store and analyze personal data had led to the need for recognizing the full independence and autonomy of the right to the protection of personal data, thus finally separating it from
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the right to privacy. But the full recognition of the right to the protection of personal
data as a fundamental right of the citizens was also a step forward in the direction of modernizing the European framework in this field. Society as a whole and life as we used to know it have undergone fundamental changes due to extremely rapid technological developments. Placed into this context, the two main objectives of Directive 95/46/EC, namely to establish a high level of protection of the individuals as well as a free flow of information on the internal market, have been seriously undermined by the insufficiently harmonized interpretation and the lack of practical effectiveness of the current set of rules.

In order to enhance the right of the citizens to the protection of their personal data at a time when phenomena such as social networking, cloud computing, profiling and data mining represent the current state of the art, there is an acute need of adapting the outdated legal framework. Not only is Directive 95/46/EC unable to cope with existing challenges but there are already new, emerging threats such as those posed by the development of new technologies like unmanned aircraft systems (drones), second-generation DNA sequencing technologies, human enhancement or second-generation biometrics\textsuperscript{5} and additionally everything known as “ambient intelligence” that need to be properly addressed. In a “brave new world” where information systems are ubiquitous, data protection threats need to be properly addressed.

Moreover, in a globalized world the effectiveness of the full economic and strategic value of the European internal market depends, amongst other things, on the free, unhindered flow of information. The existing legal patchwork of various Member States’ transposition laws of Directive 95/46/EC impedes this flow of information. Harmonization and more legal certainty and security for the stakeholders are set as the main targets. Apart from that, the EU must be able to act as one on the international level in order to respond to threats such as those recently revealed in the NSA affair.

In 2008, the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) commissioned a review of Directive 95/46/EC. The overall conclusion of the RAND report\textsuperscript{6} was that “while the widely applauded principles of the Directive will remain as a useful front-end, they will need to be supported by a harms-based back-end in order to cope with the growing challenge of globalization and international data flows”. The link between the concept of personal data and privacy, the measures aimed at providing transparency, the rules and tools for data transfers, the role of the Data Protection authorities (DPAs) in accountability and enforcement as well as the definition of entities involved in data processing were identified as the common weaknesses of the Directive.

With a view to the overall effectiveness of the Directive, it emerged from the consultation performed in preparation of the elaboration of the Commission’s proposal as well as from the Article 29 Working Party’s document on the Future of Privacy,\textsuperscript{7} that

\textsuperscript{5} R. Finn et al., \textit{Seven types of privacy}, in S. Gutwirth et al. (eds.), \textit{European Data Protection: Coming of Age}, Springer, Dordrecht, 2013, pp.3-33.


\textsuperscript{7} Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, \textit{The Future of Privacy: Joint contribution to the Consultation of the European Commission} on the legal framework for the fundamental right to protection of personal data, WP 168 of 01 December 2009.
harmonization and a wider scope of application, empowering the data subject, increased responsibility of data controllers, strengthening the role of DPAs as well as better data transfers should be the primary goals of the future legal instrument meant to replace the current Directive.

II. The current state of play

It was against this background that the Commission released, in January 2012, a new Data Protection Reform Package, consisting of a General Data Protection Regulation (the Regulation)\(^8\) and a Police and Criminal Justice Data Protection Directive.\(^9\) The two legal instruments are supposed to replace, on the one hand, Directive 95/46/EC and on the other hand, Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA.\(^10\) Considering the ampleness of the topic, the present article will focus solely on the main changes brought by the Regulation, leaving aside the aspects covered by the draft Directive regarding data protection in the context of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters.

Due to its ambitious objective of setting a new and future proof framework for European data protection, the legislative procedure of adopting the draft Regulation has been rather laborious. The European Parliament voted on a compromise text in October 2013, thus settling a long list of controversial points, while bringing some significant amendments to the draft Regulation. Although many had hoped for the proposed Regulation to pass during the current parliamentary term, this goal seems impossible to achieve. Moreover, two years after its presentation, no convergence of contradictory positions regarding some of its most essential elements has been reached in the Council, which is working on its negotiating position.

The present article will attempt a critical analysis of the main aspects that are to define the future for European data protection as regards the strengthening of citizens’ rights and the increased responsibility of the controllers. In doing so, it will take into consideration the Commission’s draft proposal as well as some of the main amendments of the Parliament and of the Council.
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III. A stronger and more efficient framework: comprehensiveness, harmonization and scope enlargement

The need for a comprehensive approach to data protection had been stressed by various stakeholders, including the European Commission. The decision of adopting two separate legal instruments, a general Regulation and a Directive for criminal matters has been therefore met with regret by Europe’s data protection advocates seeking a more consistent approach. A very good observation is made by Paul De Hert and Vagelis Papakonstantinou, who note that the Commission’s decision to amend Directive 95/46/EC and Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA builds upon an elusive distinction between general and commercial data processing and security-related personal data processing.

They consider this distinction to be a “schematic and artificial” one, as there would be almost no difference in scope between the two legal instruments.

Regulating the protection of personal data processed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters through a distinct legal instrument is prone to criticism. Law enforcement access to personal data takes place in a rather opaque manner. Unlawful access of citizens’ personal data by police and law enforcement has become everything but a rare case. Since the release of the package, the main focus of debate has been on the General Data Protection Regulation while little attention was paid to the Directive despite such problems. Moreover, considering the fact that one of the main reasons for setting a new framework was the legal fragmentation of the implementation of Directive 95/46/EC and its partially inconsistent application, it is rather regrettable that the Police Directive might share the same uncertain fate.

Another point of criticism expressed by experts and MPs is the non-inclusion of Regulation 45/2001 in the current package. Data processing by European institutions and bodies needs to take place in a consistent manner, ensuring a high level of protection of European citizens. Regulation 45/2001 is equally outdated and unfit to cope with some of the challenges of the information age. It will definitely undergo revision so as to be aligned with the rest of the legal instruments regulating European data protection, but the question is, when this will happen and how to proceed in the meantime in case of inconsistencies and legal disparities.

In order to improve the legal harmonization, the Commission judiciously opted for a replacement of the current Directive 95/46/EC with a Regulation, having direct effect without any need of transposition. The aim was to contribute to an easier flow of information within the internal market as well as to achieve a greater legal certainty and

security. Avoiding the inconsistencies of the different transposition laws would increase the protection of the citizens and improve the stage for the various economic actors.

With the aim of increasing the protection of European citizens, the Commission also proposed an enlargement of the territorial scope of application of European data protection rules. Thus, the Regulation would also apply to controllers not established in the Union if they offer goods or services or they monitor the behavior of data subjects residing in the Union.\textsuperscript{14} On this point the Commission, the Parliament as well as the Council seem to be in agreement.

Although it is regrettable that the opportunity to achieve more comprehensiveness though one single legal instrument instead of three has not been seized, the package still appears to be a huge step forward in regulating and modernizing data protection. A single set of rules directly applicable throughout the Union instead of diverging transposition laws of Directive 95/46/EC will most certainly boost growth and innovation on the internal market while eliminating inefficient administrative burdens and simplifying compliance for businesses through unified legal rules and a one-stop-shop access to the supervisory authorities. Whether the Commission’s proposal will achieve its aim of increasing the level of protection for the citizens remains questionable. As previously shown, the border between the processing of personal data for commercial purposes and the processing taking place in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters is rather thin. Lowering the present standard in one field will most certainly affect the overall level of citizens’ protection in Europe.

\textit{IV. Empowering the data subjects}

1. To consent or not to consent – Is there any real choice?

Being able to express a meaningful consent to the processing of one’s personal data is of the essence of informational self-determination.\textsuperscript{15} Nowadays however we see a division of Europeans into two sociological groups according to their attitude towards privacy and data protection. One the one hand, there are the “digital natives”, belonging to the young generation aged between 15-24 as well as students, who are freely giving away their data, for example on social platforms like Facebook, without many concerns as regards privacy, arguing they have nothing to hide or fear. On the other hand, “digital initiates” are very much concerned over the protection of their personal data. As such they are reading privacy policies, setting tight privacy settings and sharing as little information as possible.\textsuperscript{16}

When defining modernized standards for data protection in the digital age, both categories need to be taken into account. For the first group a better protection starts by

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Art. 2 para. 2 COM (2012) 11 final.
\item The right of the individuals to decide for themselves on the disclosure and use of personal data has been proclaimed by the German Constitutional Court as early as 1983 within its famous Census Decision of 15 December.
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raising awareness and setting a minimum standard of protection. This is for example the aim of new principles like privacy by design and privacy by default. For the individuals falling into the second category however, who are still subject to harmful actions such as data mining and profiling although being proactive, the standards need to be set as high as possible. It is between these margins that the new piece of legislation attempts to define data subjects’ protection.

In order to empower the data subject to a more meaningful expression of his will, the Commission introduced the need for an “explicit” consent as a valid legal ground for lawful processing. It aimed at putting an end to the discussions around opt-in and opt-out models underlining that consent shall be given explicitly, by a statement or a clear affirmative action, so as to clearly indicate the data subject’s wishes. Moreover, the Regulation states that, when “given in the context of a written declaration which also concerns another matter, the requirement to give consent must be presented distinguishable in its appearance from this other matter”. But the effectiveness of such a provision may prove to be rather questionable in the context of the Internet and of the new technologies.

According to a Special Eurobarometer from 2011, 74% of Europeans regard the disclosure of personal information as an increasing part of modern life. Moreover, the survey also shows that 58% consider that there is no alternative other than disclosing of personal information if they want to obtain products or services.

Against this background, the new provision of the Regulation according to which “consent shall not provide a legal basis for the processing, where there is a significant imbalance between the position of the data subject and the controller” is very interesting. Such a situation may occur for example when the data subject is in a position of dependence from the controller. In such a case consent cannot be deemed as freely given. This additional provision has not met the approval of the European Parliament and is prone to be suppressed taking the compromise amendments into consideration.

On the Internet, most of the commonly used online services are provided under standard terms of use, for which the consumer doesn’t have any negotiating powers. Yves Poullet makes a very pertinent observation when talking about the privatization of cyberspace where big corporations are the ones establishing the rules of the game. The same author notes that on the Internet “it is very difficult to refuse consent and that doing so is considered to be “somehow abnormal” pushing thus the user to generally consent.

So how much of a choice do we really have when the offer is: take it or leave it? One could argue, of course, that we are not forced to use specific products and services, such

19 Special Eurobarometer 359, p. 22.
21 One possible example provided by the Regulation is that of data processing within the employment context. See Recital 34 COM (2012) 11 final.
23 Ibidem, p. 224.
as those offered by Google for example. There are also other alternatives and thus a choice. But if finding a viable alternative becomes a time consuming endeavor, can we still speak of real choices anymore? Moreover, the most renowned facilities and services have acquired such a “must have” status, that social pressure and communication habits of our friends and partners would exclude us from a significant part of our digital relationships if not willing to subscribe to those most commonly used services.

In the end, it is the European legislators who hold the actual negotiating powers in their efforts to strike a balance between the interests of the citizens and the welfare of economic operators. *Europe as a whole* is consenting through legal instruments such as the proposed Regulation to certain practices it deems as admissible while banning others. The consent of the individual plays a rather small role defined within this framework and these limits.

2. **Right of access and data portability**

The proposed Regulation seeks to enhance control over one’s data also through wider access and the ability to take the data with oneself. While the right of access is already known under Directive 95/46/EC, the right to data portability is one of the novelties introduced by the Regulation.

The right of access is to be regarded in connection with the principle of transparency. In order to be able to verify the lawfulness of the processing and the accuracy of the data, the subject needs to be able to know whether personal data about him is being processed by the controller or not and if yes, to have access to it. He should also receive information about the purposes of the processing, the recipients of the data in the case of transmissions, the logic and the consequences of that processing, for cases such as profiling.24

The right to data portability is however a totally new right, which appears necessary considering the numerous personal services now offered online. It prevents customer “lock-in” to a certain service and permits a shift to other similar services, thus enhancing the competitiveness on the internal market. This would allow the customer to “take his data” for example from Facebook and import it to another platform. The utility of such a right is easily recognizable considering that 71% of European Internet users deem it important for them to be able to transfer personal information when they decide to change providers or to stop using a service.25

According to the new Regulation there are two sides to data portability.26 The first involves the right to obtain from the controller a copy of the processed data in an electronic and structured format, commonly used which also allows for further use. The second gives data subjects the right to transmit that data from one automated processing system to another, in cases where he provided the data and the processing is based on consent or a contract.27 This idea might give rise to the broader discussion with regard
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25 Special Eurobarometer 359, p. 160.
to system interoperability, which does not yet exist in EU law and is more related to consumer protection and unfair competition than to the legal issues of data protection.\textsuperscript{28} Following this line of thought, the \textit{European Parliament} is however encouraging data controllers to develop interoperable formats in order to enable such portability.\textsuperscript{29}

The \textit{Council} has expressed a need to make clear that “the right to data portability shall be without prejudice to intellectual property rights in relation to the processing of the data in the automated processing systems”. It also stressed the fact that portability shall apply only when processing is based on the consent of the data subject. It is not applicable in the cases when the processing operations are justified by the controller’s legal obligation, by the vital interests of the data subject, by the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority vested in the controller or by his legitimate interests.

While the \textit{Commission} and the \textit{Council} seem to share a preference for regulating the right to data portability through a separate provision,\textsuperscript{30} \textit{Parliament} opted for a merger of the rights to access and to data portability into one single provision, however without bringing any changes in substance.\textsuperscript{31}

3. \textit{Right to be forgotten}

One of the most controversial rights of the Regulation is the new right to be forgotten. Built on the existing right to deletion mentioned in article 12 b of Directive 95/46/EC, it is meant to address the fact that information, once published on the Internet, mostly remains to some extent electronically accessible even after having disappeared from the website where it was initially published. This new right for the digital age has generated extensive discussions, as it was said to constitute a justification of the claim to deletion of personal information from the Internet.

Under Directive 95/46/EC, data subjects have the right to rectification, erasure and blocking in case of processing operations, which do not comply with its provisions, “in particular because of the incomplete or inaccurate nature of the data”.\textsuperscript{32} Such a lack of compliance can also result from violations of the general rules on the lawfulness of the processing, including the infringement of the principles relating to data quality, of the criteria for legitimate data processing or of the conditions for processing special categories of data.

In article 17 of the Regulation the \textit{Commission} proposes a “Right to be forgotten and the right to erasure”. Whereas the first paragraph is a specification of the right to erasure under Directive 95/46/EC, the second one speaks of an obligation of the controller, if he has made the data public, “to take all reasonable steps, including technical measures,
in relation to data for the publication of which the controller is responsible, to inform third parties which are processing the data, that a data subject requests them to erase any links to, or copy or replication of that personal data”.

In reality and somehow in contradiction with the title of article 17, this key provision does not actually contain a right to be forgotten but merely an obligation to inform third parties about the request of putting an end to any reproduction and about the request of erasure expressed by the data subject. It contains therefore an obligation of endeavor rather than an obligation of result, which would not lead to the actual deletion of the data. The Commission must have realized the infeasibility of an obligation of the controller to ensure the complete erasure of any public reference to some specific personal data. The more realistic nature of the proposed obligation of endeavor was also noted by the EDPS in its opinion on the reform package.

Parliament however reopens the floor for discussions by amending this text so as to grant data subjects the right to “obtain from third parties the erasure of any links to, or copy or replication of the data”.

4. Profiling

Directive 95/46/EC imposes a general right to object to “automated individual decisions” based solely on automated processing which produce legal effects or significantly affect a person by evaluating personal aspects such as the creditworthiness, unless foreseen by a contract the data subject is a part of or by a legal provision, in both cases subject to appropriate safeguards put in place. The Commission’s Regulation maintains this approach but enlarges the scope, from the protection with regard to automated decisions, to the protection in relation to profiling.

The corresponding provision of the Proposal should however be understood as focusing not on the profiling operations themselves but on regulating measures, which are based solely on automated processing. The creation and use of profiles as such seem not to be specifically addressed. This appears to be more realistic than putting a specific type of data collection and processing technique under severe restrictions.

The European Parliament’s response is to introduce a first definition of “profiling” in its compromise set of amendments. According to the legal definition “profiling means any form of automated processing of personal data intended to evaluate certain personal aspects relating to a natural person or to analyze or predict in particular that natural

33 It is actually the draft version for the Regulation of November 2011 which contains such a true right to be forgotten, as follows: “Where the controller […] has made the data public, it shall in particular ensure the erasure of any public Internet link to, copy of, or replication of the personal data relating to the data subject contained in any publicly available communication service which allows or facilitates the search of or access to this personal data”.


35 Art 15 para. 1 Directive 95/46/EC.

person’s performance at work, economic situation, location, health, personal preferences, reliability or behavior”.

After clearly determining what profiling means, the Parliament then delineates two types of regimes. In principle, profiling shall be permitted under the Regulation, under the reservation of a general right to object. The second, special regime refers to “profiling which leads to measures producing legal effects concerning the data subject or does similarly significantly affect the interests, rights or freedoms of the concerned data subject”, which shall be prohibited unless certain conditions are fulfilled.

Meanwhile, the Council seems to support the idea of a general right to object to decision-making based on automated processing through profiling. It thereby follows the spirit of the Commission’s proposal excluding a ban on the use of profiles as such, considering that such analytical methodology is an important part of the economic activities in the digital age.37

On the eve of a huge development in predictive analytics based on sophisticated profiling techniques, Europe is well inspired to adopt a “risk based approach” in regulating new prospective analytical tools and methods and to focus on the preservation of individual freedoms and rights and not on general prescriptive bans and rules which might rapidly prove to become inapplicable in practice.

5. Improving redress mechanisms

Empowering citizens is not just about granting them more rights but also about the existence of the ways, procedures and tools allowing them to enforce such rights and to make them effective. Some facts and figures easily reveal a general lack of awareness of data protection rights as well as the barriers to enforcement.

According to the special Eurobarometer,38 63% of Europeans have not even heard of a national Data Protection Authority responsible for helping them protect their rights. When it comes down to court proceedings, the lengths of such proceedings, the costs and the lack of legal experts in the field are considered to be significant barriers when seeking legal remedies against data protection violations.39 One of the many reasons for this lack of knowledge is, as one lawyer from Germany puts it, “that perhaps violations of privacy rights entail non-quantifiable damage or only a quite small and uncertain quantifiable damage. This means that the incentive to use resources on that, I would say,
to follow up such materially quite minor-seeming breaches of data protection like a spam e-mail or something similar, is extremely modest".40

There are many cases when a violation of data protection rules affects not only one single individual but many others in a similar situation. The introduction of a collective redress mechanism by the new Regulation represents the adequate answer to such concerns. This mechanism allows for any body, organization or association, which aims to protect data subjects’ rights and interests concerning the protection of their personal data, to lodge a complaint with the supervisory authority of any member state on behalf of one or more data subjects.41 Apart from the administrative side of collective redress against a supervisory authority, judicial remedies allow for class actions against the supervisory authority, the controller or the processor.42

The power of the supervisory authority to impose administrative sanctions, especially in the form of fines, as high as 1 000 000 EUR or, in case of an enterprise up to 2 % of its annual worldwide turnover,43 coupled with the collective redress mechanism, may serve as a serious deterrence for data protection infringements in the future.

V. Increased responsibility of data controllers

1. The principle of accountability

The fact alone of empowering citizens and giving them more and stronger rights would not be enough in order to achieve the goal of increased effectiveness and less bureaucracy in the modernized EU Data Protection Framework in the absence of an enhanced responsibility of data controllers and processors. Time-consuming formal administrative procedures like the obligation to notify, as known under Directive 95/46/EC, have been replaced by putting more responsibility on the data controllers. Companies themselves should act responsibly for ensuring compliance with the new Regulation. We can thus identify a shift from a reactive to a proactive attitude towards data protection compliance. The newly introduced principle of accountability means that the controller should himself adopt adequate policies and implement appropriate measures to ensure and be able to demonstrate compliance in the processing of personal data.44

Defining accountability is by no means an easy task. In its basic meaning, accountability would signify “the existence of a relationship whereby one entity has the ability to call upon another entity and demand an explanation and/or justification for its conduct.”45 The Article 29 Working Party sees the emphasis in “showing how responsibility

40 Ibidem, p.50.
is exercised and making this verifiable”. In its paper on “The Future of Privacy” it pointed out to the two sides of accountability. It identified the obligation of the controllers to ensure the observation of the legal substantive principles and rules as well as the need to have the internal mechanisms to demonstrate such compliance.

Whereas in its proposed Regulation the Commission gives concrete examples of measures through which to ensure accountability, the Parliament prefers not to specify any of the measures expected from data controllers. Instead it lays out general guidelines according to which the measures that are to be determined would have to be taken into account “the state of the art, the nature of personal data processing, the context, scope and purposes of the processing, the risks for the rights and freedoms of the data subjects and the type of the organization”. There is a need for the flexibility of the principle of accountability. Thus the suitability of measures has to be decided on a case-by-case basis, tailored to the concrete situation. The risk of the data processing and the nature of the data are two main factors that help determine the types of measures to be adopted by controllers.

Essential elements of accountability are considered to be: organizational commitment and the adoption of internal policies consistent with external criteria; mechanisms to put privacy policies into effect, including tools, training, and education; systems for internal ongoing oversight and assurance reviews, and external verification; transparency and mechanisms for individual participation; and means for remediation and external enforcement.

From the above we can easily conclude that accountability has many facets, not just the legal one. If the legal department of an organization may be the one responsible for drafting the privacy policies, the technology department may care for the implementation and maintenance of the appropriate equipment, while human resources may provide the training and education with regard to data protection. As a follow-up, internal audit and compliance may be then charged with verifying the practical implementation. Companies will have to implement measures on all mentioned levels in order to be able to ensure accountability and this seems to require also a proactive involvement of the top management.

48 According to art 22 para. 2 COM (2012) 11 final: “The measures provided for in paragraph 1 shall in particular include:
(a) keeping the documentation pursuant to Article 28;
(b) implementing the data security requirements laid down in Article 30;
(c) performing a data protection impact assessment pursuant to Article 33;
(d) complying with the requirements for prior authorization or prior consultation of the supervisory authority pursuant to Article 34(1) and (2);
(e) designating a data protection officer pursuant to Article 35(1).”.
2. Responsibility through enhanced security

Data security is of fundamental importance within the proposed Regulation, especially with a view to the many challenges brought by the extensive use of new technologies that allow for wide-scale data processing. Both the controller and the processor are bound by the obligation to implement appropriate measures so as to assure the security of the processing.\(^{51}\) Such measures are of technical and organizational nature and they correspond to the risks of the processing and the nature of the personal data to be protected. Parliament expressly refers to the need of taking into account the results of the data protection impact assessment when deciding on such measures.

A new provision of the Regulation based on article 4 paragraph 3 of the e-Privacy Directive\(^ {52}\) introduces an obligation to notify personal data breaches. A personal data breach is defined as “a breach of security leading to the accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure of, or access to, personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise processed”.\(^ {53}\) Such breaches need to be notified to the supervisory authority\(^ {54}\) and also communicated to the data subjects, when they are likely to adversely affect the protection of the personal data or privacy.\(^ {55}\) Identity theft or fraud, physical harm, significant humiliation or damage to reputation, are seen as possible results that could trigger the obligation to communicate the data breach to the data subject.\(^ {56}\)

The obligation of the controller to document such breaches, as well as that to communicate them to the data subject affected, are further means of complying with the principle of accountability and the principle of transparency as set by the proposed Regulation.

3. Increased security through technology: the new principles of data protection by design and data protection by default

Considering that nowadays storing information has become cheaper than deleting it, there are hardly any incentives to do so. Safeguarding fundamental data protection principles such as data minimization and purpose limitation in the age of “big data” as many like to call it has become a significant challenge. The law itself does not suffice anymore in order to cope with that. Challenges brought by technology are to be solved with the help thereof. The proposed Regulation accordingly introduces two new principles, data protection by design and data protection by default, meant to help meet such challenges.

The principle of data protection by design goes back to privacy by design, a principle developed in the 1990s by Ontario’s Information and Privacy Commissioner Ann Cavoukian. According to it “privacy by design refers to the philosophy and approach of

\(^{53}\) Art. 4 para. 9 COM (2012) 11 final.
\(^{54}\) Art. 31 COM (2012) 11 final.
embedding privacy into the design specifications of various technologies”.\(^{57}\) Moreover privacy by design has to take into account the entire lifecycle management of the data.

Data protection by design requires the controller to implement appropriate technical and organizational measures and procedures to comply with the Regulation and ensure the protection of the rights of the data subjects. Such measures are to be considered both at the time when the means of the processing are determined and at the time of the processing itself.\(^{58}\)

Parliament extended this obligation to processors and also amended the article by adding a paragraph so as to stress the fact that data protection by design should take into account the entire lifecycle management of the data “from collection to processing to deletion, systematically focusing on comprehensive procedural safeguards regarding the accuracy, confidentiality, integrity, physical security and deletion of personal data”. Furthermore it made data protection by design a prerequisite for public procurement tenders.

The principle of privacy by design is a rather vague one, especially since the proposed Regulation is intended to be technology neutral. Further specifications of this principle can be found in recital 61, as amended by Parliament, which states: “The principle of data protection by design requires data protection to be embedded within the entire lifecycle of the technology, from the very early design stage, right through to its ultimate deployment, use and final disposal. This should also include the responsibility for the products and services used by the controller or processor.” Discussions are however still open. The change of the terms from “privacy by design” to “data protection by design” gave rise to the question as to whether data protection by design should be regarded as a specialization of the principle of privacy by design\(^{59}\) and to the possible implications of such a shift.

Data protection by default relies on the data minimization principle\(^{60}\) and on the purpose limitation principle. Thus, only those personal data should be processed which are necessary for each specific purpose of the processing. Also, data should not be collected or retained beyond the minimum necessary for that purpose, as regards the amount of data and its storage time.\(^{61}\)

According to Parliament: “The principle of data protection by default requires privacy settings on services and products which should by default comply with the general principles of data protection, such as data minimization and purpose limitation”. Data protection by default is a safeguard for everyone’s privacy. It would allow for a minimum standard of protection even if the subject itself does not show any privacy concerns.

But there are many questions left unanswered regarding these two principles. One of them is whether, for example, data protection by design should apply only to controllers and processors or also to technology designers and producers. The Article 29 Working Party argued in favor of data protection by design being binding also for those who design and produce the technology.\(^{62}\) Moreover, according to a decision of the German

\(^{57}\) A. Cavoukian, Privacy by design, Ontario, Canada, 2009, p. 3.
\(^{58}\) Art. 23 para. 1 COM (2012) 11 final.
\(^{60}\) Idem.
Constitutional Court, ICT should be designed and constructed in a way so as to avoid or minimize the amount of personal data that is processed. The German Court thus created a constitutional right to the confidentiality and integrity of information technology systems.63

4. The Data Protection Officer as an additional safeguard for responsibility

The controller’s obligation of appointing a data protection officer (DPO)64 as a measure contributing to the principle of accountability, underlines the shift from a prescriptive piece of legislation that puts a lot of burdens on enterprises, to one which allows for their creative freedom as regards the way they chose to ensure compliance.

The appointment of a DPO is compulsory in any case where the processing is carried out by a public authority or body.

In addition, the size of an enterprise can also trigger the obligation of having a DPO if the processing is carried out by an enterprise employing 250 persons or more. The amendment brought by Parliament widens the scope of this controversial provision by referring to a legal person instead of an enterprise and by adding a further trigger, when such processing relates to more than 500 data subjects in any consecutive 12-month period.

Moreover, a DPO needs to be appointed when the core activities of the processor or the controller consist of processing operations which, by virtue of their nature, their scope and/or their purposes, require regular and systematic monitoring of data subjects. Parliament amended this article by also adding one more situation when the appointment of a DPO is mandatory, namely, when the core activities consist of processing special categories of data, location data or data on children in large scale filing systems. An explanatory provision is added to recital 75 according to which archived data, which is restricted and thus not subject to normal access and processing and which can no longer be changed, should not be taken into consideration when establishing whether data about a large number of data subjects is processed.

The proposed Regulation puts a strong accent on the self-responsibility of data controllers which is generally attributed to the management of an organization, even if a DPO is appointed.65

VI. Conclusion

Already in 2010, the Article 29 Working Party identified a so-called “data-deluge effect”66 according to which the amount of personal data that exists, that is processed and further transferred, continues to grow. This phenomenon was said to be favored by the growth of information and communication systems and by the increasing capability for

63 German Constitutional Court (BVerfG), judgement of 27 February 2008, 1 BvR 370/07 und 1 BvR 595/07.
65 Recital 75 COM (2012) 11 final, as amended by the EU Parliament.
individuals to use and interact with technologies. The Working Party therefore identified
the strong need for data controllers to implement real and effective internal mechanisms
to safeguard the protection of the information of individuals.  
Nowadays, the density and precision of our daily trails is very difficult to even grasp. Multiple converging causes have led to such a deluge of data. Endless technological possibilities combined with globalization and the sociological changes in the way people communicate and interact make the signals that we send out in the online world to be almost uninterrupted.

Against this background, the question is whether the Regulation is indeed able to address these challenges to privacy and data protection by empowering the citizens and making the controllers more responsible. Are the new rights and obligations properly redefined in order to cope with online reality? And what is the added value of the proposed Regulation as opposed to Directive 95/46/EC?

The main innovation identified is the trend to replace, to a large extent, the formalistic and excessively prescriptive approach of the Directive with a more balanced one, which builds on the shared responsibility of the key actors. There is a shift towards cultivating a data protection responsibility by allowing enterprises the freedom of choosing the means best tailored to them in order to achieve compliance. Christopher Kuner speaks of a “revolution in European data protection law by seeking to shift its focus away from paper-based, bureaucratic requirements and toward compliance in practice, harmonization of the law, and individual empowerment”.  

The Regulation lays down solely the essential principles, thus avoiding becoming too detailed or too prescriptive. It puts a strong emphasis on placing the controller in a position where he needs to take responsibility for his actions. At the same time it equips the data subjects with the proper tools to take control over their data and enforce their rights on- and off-line. It seeks not to put breaks to innovation and progress. On the contrary, burdensome paperwork and supervision are being replaced with self-regulatory incentives. Accountability and transparency go hand in hand so as to achieve better compliance.

One single set of rules applicable in the same way, the desire to fill gaps by enlarging the scope so as to cover companies not established in the EU, increased responsibility of controllers and more power over their data for citizens are the main positive developments of the proposed Regulation.

It may also put an end to the fragmentation of the means and powers presently recognized for the DPAs by their national laws. The focus is set on giving DPAs stronger and clearer roles and enhancing their active cooperation through the consistency mechanism. In combination with the one-stop-shop, which introduces a single point of contact for enterprises, these changes are most likely to facilitate personal data processing within the EU thus enhancing the internal market dimension.

67 Idem.
69 The new European Data Protection Board, which is set to replace the current Article 29 Working Party, shall elaborate further guidance and the European Commission shall contribute to a harmonized interpretation through delegated acts, if necessary.
Today, data protection must go beyond the national and even the European level and be aligned with global principles. The Regulation also addresses this need for a convergence of European data protection rules towards a more universal, more unified set of rules.

However, given the fact that data protection has become a field for legal as well as technology experts, there is a high risk that the average citizen will be overcome by a feeling of numbness and helplessness when it comes down to the protection of this personal data. Between the naivety of those who maintain that they have nothing to hide and the resignation of others who think that nothing can be done anymore, perhaps the Regulation will create a new horizon.